assembly instructions: hudson bed

List of parts
1 – headboard
1 – footboard
1 – center slat support
1 – center support leg
2 – side rails
12 – slats

Tools needed
rubber mallet

Directions
1. Hold headboard upright near its desired placement.
2. With side rail at a 90° angle, attach one end of side rail into headboard interlocking hardware.
3. Push down on side rail to ensure it interlocks.
4. Use rubber mallet to tap into place, ensuring tight fit.
5. Attach footboard in the same manner as headboard.
6. Remove long center slat support from slat bundle and attach center support leg by screwing it into “T” nut embedded in support. Lock both ends of slat support into center brackets making sure notched-out end is located at footboard.
7. Insert slats into side rail slots. Adjust center support leg until it fits tight to the floor.
8. Place mattress on slats.

Tip
Wood naturally expands and contracts causing bed connections to loosen over time. This process is a natural characteristic of wood. Tighten hardware occasionally to restore the bed to original stability.